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Children’s Toilet Training Chair Patents Available for Sale on the Ocean Tomo Bid-Ask™ 

Market 

Auction of US, European and Asian patents for a novel children’s toilet training chair underway 
on the Ocean Tomo Bid-Ask™ Market.   

CHICAGO, IL (January 16, 2020) Ocean Tomo Transactions, LLC will auction a portfolio of five 
patents issued by the United States, Chinese, European and Taiwan patent offices related to a 
novel children’s toilet training chair.  The patents in auction lot 97 disclose a unique toilet 
training chair that adjusts by a pivot at the front of the device which can raise or lower the angle 
of the squat. The deepest squat or lowest position would be the starting place, and over time 
the angle would approach 90 degrees. According to the inventor, it is also the only freestanding 
device which places the child into the best position for elimination and then trains the child over 
time to get used to what it will be like to sit on a traditional toilet.  According to the seller, Diane 
Deutsch, MD, MS, “it is the only potty chair designed by a child psychiatrist and development 
expert that takes the trauma out of toilet training.”   

To request bidder credentials or for further information on this auction or other auctions on the 

Ocean Tomo Bid-Ask™ Market, contact Layna Guo at Layna@OTI.com or 1-312-327-8179.   

About the Ocean Tomo Bid-Ask™ Market 

 The Ocean Tomo Bid-Ask Market is an open on-line platform to buy and sell patents. This 

market is an important step forward, both as a simplified solution for patent transactions as well 

as a source of information on patent pricing. The Ocean Tomo Bid-Ask Market uniquely 

combines the efficiency of an online platform with an experienced team of brokers fluent in 

both English and Mandarin. The market uses standard transaction documents and is open, 

transparent and free to view. 
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